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Original question:

What sets the intrinsic scatter in the SFR main sequence?



Original question:

Why do 
galaxies at 
fixed mass 

have a 
variety of 

SFRs?

Whitaker+ 2012



DM halos have substantial 
scatter in their accretion rate

Neistein, Macciò,  
& Dekel (2010)



… but timescales are also 
important
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A very simple model

Log-normal 
accretion rate Mass lost to SF + winds
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A very simple model
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Can derive solution 
analytically
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Quick variations
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Scatter in the SFR at fixed 
mass
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Add in metallicity
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Now we have three 
complementary constraints
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Example synthetic scaling 
relations
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Where is this model a 
reasonable approximation?

Out of equilibrium

In equilibrium



Summary
• Including a realistic scatter in the accretion rate 

produces substantial, even too much, scatter in the 
scaling relations. 

• The scatter in mass loading factor at fixed mass must 
be small. 

• The scatter in the accretion rate of baryons may be 
smaller than that of the DM. 

• Measuring/predicting the MLF is fundamental for 
understanding the nature of galaxies.


